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Sexual acts performed by a sleeping subject have been rarely reported. Two
cases are now presented involving sexual behavior performed while asleep. The
first case in volves the h itherto unreported association  of sleepsex with
sleepeatin g. The second case concerns a rarely reported act of sexual battery
by a known sleepwalker‚ and the use of somnambulism  as a legal defense.
Sexual behavior in  sleep may be pleom orphic and more common than realized
in both the patient and normal populations.
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INTRODUCTION

Sexual activity performed by a sleeping subject has been rare ly re-

porte d. Two cases are now described‚ one case  involving a patient with a

history of a sleep-re lated eating disorder allied with promine nt sexual be-

havior in sleep‚ the  second concerning a sexual assault performed by a som-

nambulist while  ostensibly asle ep.

CASE 1

A 43-year-old male  suffered from nightly episode s of eating in his

sleep‚ as well as promine nt sexual activity while  asle ep for approximate ly

the  past 20 years. The patient himse lf was entirely unaware  of these events‚
the  complaints being articulate d by his girlfrie nd of the past 2 years‚ as
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well as by othe r sleep partne rs in the past. His present sleep partner first

became alarmed when she  realize d one night that while  having inte rcourse

in their darkened bedroom that the patient was snoring loudly. She  then

was able  to docume nt nightly episode s occurring generally once a night‚
7-nights-a-we ek of the patie nt initiating sex‚ the  sexual activity lasting as

long as 30 min‚ orgasm and ejaculation achieved‚ and the  patient be ing

entirely amnestic for the  events in the morning. It was also their custom

to have  inte rcourse upon the final awake ning in the morning with the pa-

tient in a conscious state.

The  repertoire  of unconscious sexual activity by the  patie nt was varied

and include d intercourse in different body positions‚ as well as oral sex‚
both given and received. The girlfriend was emphatic in her insistence  that

the  patie nt’s sexual manner and style  while  asleep were diffe rent from his

waking behavior‚ the  patient being more  aggressive and dominant than was

his custom while  making love  in the awake  state . She also remarked that

some of the  activitie s exhibite d by the patie nt such as forceful albe it playful

biting and “talking dirty” occurred only when he  was asleep. She realized

that such sleepsex was “a little  kinky and probably not normal‚” none the less

she  requested that the  patie nt incorporate  some of the  nighttime  sexual

practice s such as biting into their conscious daytime  lovemaking. Although

she  found some aspe cts of the sleepsex pleasurable ‚ it was both her and

the  patie nt’s shared initial desire that this activity be  evaluate d in a medical

setting‚ its cause  determined‚ and the  condition treated if possible .

The  eating while  asleep was also described by the patient’s girlfriend

as a nightly occurrence. The  patient would arise  from bed‚ and with eyes

ope n yet still appare ntly “asleep‚” he  would go to the  kitche n. He would

not cook or prepare food in an elaborate  manne r‚ but instead would eat

large  quantitie s of such food stuffs as candie s‚ cookie s‚ dairy products‚ or

other edible  items that were readily available ‚ without utensils. He com-

monly brought food back to bed‚ and would sometimes attempt to feed

his girlfriend. Although the sleepeating often preceded subsequent love-

making‚ this was not an invariable  association.

Infrequent episode s of less well de fined comple x motor behavior would

also occur in sleep‚ described by the sleep partne r-girlfriend as “sleepwalk-

ing.” The  patie nt would occasionally arise  from bed‚ wander aimle ssly for

several minute s about the room in an unresponsive  manne r and usually

return to bed.

The  sleepsex‚ sleepeating‚ and sleepwalking all typically occurred in

the  first half of the night There were no clear daytime  precipitating events

that appe ared relate d to the sleepsex¯sleepeating¯sleepwalking‚ nor was

there any temporal cluste ring‚ periodicity‚ seasonal predilection‚ or remis-

sions in the  context of vacations. There was no history of childhood para-
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somnias such as sleepwalking¯night terrors or enure sis. The patie nt had

never injure d himself or othe rs during the sleep episode s nor was there

any history of prior criminal conduct‚ fetishistic or paraphilic behavior‚ sig-

nificant psychopathology such as depression‚ a thought disorde r‚ sexual

abuse ‚ posttraumatic stress syndrome ‚ or an eating disorder. (The  patie nt

had originally been referred to the Sleep Medicine  Clinic by our Depart-

ment of Psychiatry‚ who had not encounte red any significant psychopathol-

ogy in a formal psychiatric interview and consultation.)

The  patient was a colle ge  graduate ‚ described himself as heterosexual‚
had a stable  job experience lasting 15 years as an administrator responsible

for the  supe rvision of many employees‚ and described himse lf as generally

optimistic and happy. His general health was excellent‚ and he  denied any

serious past illne ss of a neurological or other nature  He did snore loudly

but denied excessive  daytime  somnole nce‚ witnessed apnea‚ or choking-

gasping episodes during sleep. There was no family history of significant

sleep or othe r illne ss. He drank alcohol on an infreque nt social basis‚ did

not use medication on a regular basis‚ nor did he abuse  illicit drugs.

The  patie nt was mildly obese. His physical examination—including a

detaile d neurologic and psychiatric  examination—was unre markable . A

polysomnogram was schedule d but cance led after the patient decided he

wished to defer further testing or treatment.

CASE 2

A 45-ye ar-old male was referred by our Department of Psychiatry for

a sleep medicine  evaluation after the patie nt had been arrested and charged

with sexual batte ry. The patie nt had a history of idiopathic ‚ childhood onset

sleepwalking with persistence  into adulthood. His health was othe rwise

good and he was not known to suffer from any significant medical‚ neuro-

logical‚ or psychiatric illne ss. He did not have  a prior history of criminal

conduct‚ a sexual disorde r‚ or alcohol-illicit drug abuse . He was heterosex-

ual‚ happily married‚ college  educated‚ had a long and stable  job experience

as a busine ss manager‚ and had a 14-ye ar-old daughte r.

One evening‚ after retiring to bed at midnight‚ the  patient was arrested

at approximate ly 2 AM after he awoke finding himself in his pyjamas in

his living room confronte d with a screaming teenage  girl. The  patie nt’s
daughte r had invite d a teenage  girlfrie nd to sleep over that night. The

friend was known to the  father with whom she had a superficial and normal

relationship. Both the patie nt’s daughte r and her friend decided to sleep

that evening in sleeping bags on the living room floor. As the patie nt sub-

seque ntly learned‚ after retiring in normal fashion‚ he had arisen and was
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said to have  walke d downstairs to the living room where he began fondling

his daughte r’s friend who was initially asle ep immediate ly next to the

daughte r. The event—for which the patie nt is entirely amnestic—was said

to have  lasted seconds. The  patie nt expre ssed bewilderment and guilt‚ and

attempted to explain to both the police  who were subsequently calle d as

well as the  patie nt’s attorne y that the  patient and his spouse  both be lieved

that he had been “confuse d and sleepwalking.” The  patie nt was visibly dis-

tressed while  re lating the  episode  to one  of the authors. He was particularly

concerned that he  appare ntly had received counse l from his attorne y to‚
“Forget about this busine ss of sle epwalking because a jury will never be lieve

you!”
The patient inde ed did have  a chronic condition of frequent sleep-

walking that was recognize d and acknowle dged by othe r family members.

The sleepwalking occurred several times per month‚ usually presenting as

an isolated single  event in the first half of the  night‚ generally consisting

of arising out of bed and wandering about the  house  in an aimle ss manne r‚
often accompanie d by mumbling and incoherent sleeptalking without a ter-

rified affect. The  motor activity was not dramatic or viole nt in nature ‚ and

was the subject of humorous derision among family members. The sleep-

walking was de scribed by some family membe rs as be ing occasionally

“silly‚” with the patie nt‚ for example ‚ entering a close t and partially dressing

or carrying items from one room to anothe r for no appare nt reason. The

patient was not known to have  ever eaten in his sleep. No sleep de privation ‚
medication or alcohol intake ‚ or stressful event preceded the  suppose d sex-

ual assault.

The  patient did not have  any other sleep or medical complaints. His

physical examination including a detaile d neurologic¯psychiatric examina-

tion was normal. The  formal evaluation by the  referring psychiatrist did

not uncove r any significant psychopathology. He was subse quently lost to

follow-up.

DISCUSSION

Sexual acts performed by a sle eping subject have  rare ly be en described.

In 1986‚ Wong described a 34-ye ar old male  with nocturnal episode s of

masturbation during sleep which the author regarded as a rare “somnam-

bulistic variant.” In 1989. Hurwitz et al. reported three adult male s who

had engage d in “sleep-re late d sexual abuse  of childre n‚” a report reminis-

cent of our own Case 2. Buchanan (1991) ‚ described a male habitual sleep-

walke r convicted of inde cent exposure  that occurred during sleep. Shapiro

et al. (1996) described a heterogeneous group of 7 patients (6 of whom
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were male ) who engage d in sexual behavior while  asleep. With the excep-

tion of one  adult male  described by Hurwitz et al. (1989)  who suffered

from sleep-disorde red breathing (SDB)‚ all of the  above  patie nts—includ-

ing the two cases described in the  present report—had a prior history of

an allie d parasomnia ‚ most commonly that of idiopathic somnambulism . It

is our be lie f that sexual activity in sleep is inde ed most commonly a som-

nambulistic variant‚ or as Broughton (1968)  has described in his classic ar-

ticle ‚ a “disorder of arousal.” 

It must be noted‚ however‚ that somnambulism is itse lf not a pure

nosologic entity‚ but is instead a descriptive  term. Furthe rmore‚ the terms

“sleepwalking” or “somnambulism ” are themselves misleading labe ls inso-

far as many subje cts do not “walk” per se  in their sleep‚ but may demon-

strate a varie ty of motor behaviors ranging from simply sitting up in bed

to more  complex be haviors such as running or even driving a motor vehicle .

Somnambulistic- like  activity may be relate d to diverse conditions ranging

from epile psy to medication effects. Other conditions that may be associ-

ated with or provoke  comple x motor activity during sleep include  SDB

which may have  been present in our Case  1‚ as well as one of the cases

of Shapiro et al. REM behavioral disorde r (RBD) is also include d in the

differential diagnosis of sleepwalking; of interest however‚ is the absence

of sexual activity as a manifestation in human cases of RBD (Sche nck et

al.‚ 1993) ‚ or in an animal mode l described by Hendricks et al (1982)

Sleepwalking may also by associate d with psychopathol ogy‚ promi-

nently with dissociative  states (Schenck et al.‚ 1989) . However‚ there has

been controve rsy in the literature regarding the degree to which psycho-

logical factors in general are felt to play a role  in any give n case  of sleep-

walking. Although Shapiro et al. have  hypothe sized that sexual behavior in

sleep “may reveal underlying wishes in a state lacking full consciousne ss‚”
it is important to note that sexual activity in sleep appears to be a non-

REM phe nomenon not associated with vivid dreaming and‚ hence‚ may

not conform to the classical wish-fulfillme nt function of sleep and dreaming

as described by Freud (1900/1955) .

Sours et al. (1963)  in a study of somnambulism among sailors in the

American navy‚ presented a review and summary of the  psychodynamic

formulation of sleepwalking. He conclude d that:

The adult somnambulist has a disturbed sexual identification‚ with confusion over

masculinity and its relationship to aggressive and sexual activity‚ which‚ coupled

with fear of passive-feminine strivings‚ leads to conflicts and fears in regard to

aggre ssion and anger. The resultant anxiety give s rise in sleep to wish-fulfilling‚
symbolic‚ motoric acts that seek ambivalently to avoid me n and demonstrate mastery

of the fear of being controlled. Women‚ on the other hand are not as threatened

by oral dependency and passivity‚ culturally the hallmark of ‘femininity‚’ and do
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not respond with somnambulistic motor activity‚ unless concomitant‚ masculine ‚
aggre ssive strivings are  also strongly operant.

It is notable ‚ however‚ that despite  a psychodynamic formulation based

fundame ntally on a sexual conflict‚ not one  of the  sleepwalkers described

by Sours exhibite d any clear sexual manifestation of somnambulism.

It is possible  that sexual activity in sleep need not have  a clear psy-

chological predicate ‚ a concept akin to the “anti-dre am” hypothe sis of Crick

and Mitchison (1983)  which regards dream content itse lf as fundamentally

meaningle ss. Furthermore  the  very issue  must be  raise d as to whe ther sleep-

walking in general and sexual behavior in sleep in particular are even oc-

curring strictly in the sleep state. As Crisp et al. (1990)  have  written‚ “The

que stion remains: are sleepwalkers awake  and are they ‘conscious’?” It is

a difficult task to decide  whether unusual behavior in the sleep setting rep-

resents frank sleepwalking occurring during true  sleep‚ or whether the be-

havior re pre se nts such varie d phe nome non as a confusional arousal ‚
nocturnal de lirium‚ sleep drunke nness with automatic behavior‚ an over-

lapping mixture  of states as in so-calle d “status dissociatus‚” malinge ring‚
or othe r volitional ‚ willed behavior. It is the latter conside ration that raises

the  medico-legal implications of occasional cases of unusual behavior in

sleep‚ notably our Case  2.

Mahowald et al. (1990)  and othe rs (Bonkalo‚ 1974) have  suggested

guide lines to assist in the distinction as to whether a criminal act may be

relate d to a genuine  unde rlying sleep disorder as opposed to willful behav-

ior. (See Appendix.)  It should be noted. however‚ that of the relative ly few

case  reports or series in the  literature regarding sleep and crime. it is vir-

tually unheard of for the  crime to have  been primarily sexual in nature

(Bonkalo‚ 1974). In this regard we believe that our Case  2 may represent

an extremely rare  case  in which somnambulism has been used as a defense

for a sexual crime (Hurwitz et al.‚ 1989‚ refer to a “public defende r” be ing

involve d with the ir Case 3‚ Mr G.S.) . As is typical in cases where epile psy

has been used as a defense for criminal behavior‚ the majority of cases of

crimes associate d with sleep or sleep disorders concern homicide  or physi-

cal assault of a nonse xual nature  (in People  v. Szczytko‚ as reviewed by

Treiman (1986) ‚ epile psy was proffered as a defense  for a man charged

with assault with intent to rape ). Hamer and Payne  (1993)  goe s so far as

to remark that‚ “Any reports of sexual arousal generally disqualifie s the  act

of sleepwalking” (as an explanation for criminal behavior) ‚ a statement we

do not agre e with.

A unique  twist on the  usual concern as to whether an individual ’s
criminal behavior might be  explaine d by a genuine  sleep disorde r is the

report by Hays (1992) regarding four patie nts with narcolepsy who “falsely

but sincerely” accuse  others of sexual assault. Hays be lieved that such false
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accusations are  freque nt among narcole psy patie nts‚ and that they are  ul-

timately re lated to hallucinatory experiences common in narcole psy.

Case 1 is unique  in its combination of sexual activity in sle ep associated

with sleepeating. We cannot explain this association other than to note  that

both sex and eating represent obvious appetitive  behaviors that are  sub-

served by closely adjacent brain structures‚ notably in the hypothalamus.

Additionally it may be  important that sleep-eating is itself a heteroge neous

condition that is most commonly associate d with sleepwalking followe d less

frequently by such misce llane ous disorde rs as SDB and restless legs syn-

drome  (Schenck and Mahowald ‚ 1994) . Sexual activity in sleep may be

equally heteroge neous‚ with sleepwalking a common association. Unlike

nocturnal sleep-relate d eating conditions‚ sexual behavior in sleep appe ars

to be  male  predominant. Such a male predominance  is seen in othe r con-

ditions such as RBD‚ SDB‚ criminal activity associated with sleep‚ as well

as criminal behavior in general‚ and is thought to possibly reflect hormo-

nal-e ndocrinologic conside rations (Elliott‚ 1992) .

Both our Cases 1 and 2 demonstrate  sleep behaviors not characteristic

of their waking life . Such a discrepancy between the behavioral repetoire

of night and day may be  seen in othe r contexts such as RBD and is typical

of criminal activity occurring during sleep in which the illicit act is alien

to the  usual daytime  conduct of the subject. Fifty years ago‚ Pai (1996) ‚ in

an article  in the British medical literature ‚ remarked that‚ “A religious and

God-fearing man may‚ during somnambulism ‚ indulge  in sacrile gious and

profane  activitie s.” (Pai also allude d in a single  comment to “abnormal sex-

ual practice s” he  had encounted among the  117 adult male  sleepwalkers

he had studie d.) Such a disparity between waking and sleeping behaviors

should not be surprising when one  conside rs‚ for example ‚ that the  dreams

of normal subje cts may be  bizarre  and “out of characte r.” As is the  case

with many elementary biologic functions such as solute  handling by the

kidne y‚ the profile  of any given activity at night may be diffe rent from that

during the  day‚ different in sleep as compare d to wakefulne ss. It may be

reasonable  to also expe ct that more complex behaviors such as the  psy-

chology of an individual might also be state-depende nt‚ or influe nced by

circadian factors. Put in the simplest of terms‚ the  sleeping subject is a

different person than the same organism when awake . A kind of normal

physiological dissociation take s place ‚ an observation that has hitherto been

made  to also explain the  nature  of somnambulism (Gauld‚ 1992) .

Finally‚ we ask how common is sexual behavior while  asleep‚ what is

the  spectrum of such behavior‚ may such activity occur among normal sub-

jects?  With regard to the  latter que ry‚ one  set of response s is obvious: We

all dream‚ and our dreams may be ove rtly sexual in nature . Nondreaming

mentation in non-REM sleep also exists and may presumably be  sexual as
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well (Foulke s‚ 1967) . A particularly dramatic yet common example  of a

sexual event that occurs during sleep is the  nocturnal emission. By exten-

sion‚ it is conceivable  that some instance s of sleepsex¯sleepwalking‚ like

the  prevale nt parasomnias of childhood ‚ may approximate  a “normal” oc-

currence. Inde ed‚ subse quent to the presentation of the  above  two cases

both within our department as well as at local sleep society meetings‚ the

authors have  become aware of example s of sleepsex that have  involve d col-

league s‚ friends‚ and family me mbers. The se reports are per force  anecdotal

in nature ‚ involve  a non patient population ‚ and do not appe ar to have

been serious to the degree that they caused great concern to the subjects

We have  not as yet unde rtake n any systematic inquiry into the  prevalence

of sleepsex among the normal population.

APPENDIX

The seven specific criteria sugge sted by Mahowald et al. (1990)—all

of which are  fulfille d by our Case  2—are quote d in abbre viated and edited

fashion as follows. Note that with the possible  exception of Guideline  1

and its allusion to “sleep laboratory evaluation ‚” the  criteria are  fundamen-

tally clinical in nature  and are made on the  basis of history alone . To date ‚
no ultimate  bioche mical‚ psychometric‚ radiologic ‚ neurophysiolog ic‚ or

other diagnostic marker has ever been conclusive ly defined nor required

for the  diagnosis of “somnambulism ” (Blatt et al.‚ 1991; Thorpy‚ 1990).

1. There should be reason (by history or formal sleep laboratory evalu-

ation)  to suspe ct a bona fide  sleep disorde r. Similar episode s should have

occurred previously.

2. The duration of the action is usually brief.

3. The  behavior is out of character for the  individual ‚ and without evi-

dence  of premeditation.

4. The victim is someone who merely happe ned to be present.

5. Immediate ly following return of consciousne ss‚ there is perplexity

or horror‚ without attempt to escape or to conceal or cover up the  action.

6. There is some degree of amnesia for the  event.

7. The act may occur upon awake ning—usually at least one hour after

sleep onse t.
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NOTE ADDED IN PROOF

Since  acceptance  of this article  for publication ‚ the authors have  become

aware of three other recent articles that bear on the subject of sleepsex:

1. Borum‚ R.‚ and Applebaum‚ K. L. (1996). Epilepsy‚ aggression‚ and criminal responsibility.

Psychiat. Serv. 47(7) : 762-763.
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2. Fenwick‚ P. (1996) . Sleep and sexual offending. Med. Sci. Law. 36( 2): 122-134.

3. Thomas‚ T. N. (1997) . Sleepwalking disorder and Mens Rea: A review and case report.
J. Forensic Sci. 42(1) : 17-24.
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